
Release Notes Version 3.6.8.0 

Availability:  October 1, 2019 

 

 

The following is a consolidated list of the key features and bug fixes for version 3.6.8.0 – the complete 

listing of all updates and changes is available online or by contacting CoreIntegrator Customer Support 

at support@coreintegrator.com 

 

New Features: 

• Smart A/P Functionality * 

Smart A/P gives CoreIntegrator® Workflow the power to learn the way that you process your 

invoices.  This new tool will memorize the fields on a vendor’s invoice that are repetitive and 

store the information for use when needed.  The learned information can also be “fine turned” 

to respond differently depending upon Key Fields such as “Company”, “VendorID”, “Division”, 

and/or “Department”. Large distribution lists are also learned and automatically populated, and 

amounts are adjusted by percentage using the invoice amount. Smart A/P will make your A/P 

processing much more efficient and accurate! 

 

• Repeater Group Quick Edit 

Repeater group edits are now easier and faster than ever.  Gone are the days of needing to click 

the pencil on each row to edit and then clicking the green check mark to save. 

Hotkeys have been added for editing of repeater group information.  Simply, double click into a 

field on the row needing edited, complete the edit, and then use the Alt + Arrow Up/Down to 

move from one line to another editing each entry. Saving of the edits happen each time that 

row is exited.  Large imported distributions can now be edited in a more dynamic manner.  

 

• User Switcher 
 

Administrators can now delegate a selected user or group the authority to set up User Switcher 

rules. In the past the administrator was required to create these rules, but now this 

responsibility can be given to another Individual, division, or department. This feature is 

configurable on the Admin Area Group Access. 

More flexibility has been added to the Self-Assignment capability in User Switcher. The normal 

default is: self-assignment can only be done using preselected individuals set up by the 

administrator.  Now the administrator can set a flag in the Application Settings that would allow 

the user to Self-Assign to anyone in the organization by default.  Finally, the Administrator can 

also assign a group of users that can not be used in Self- Assignment.  These new settings 

showcase CoreIntegrator® Software’s desire to give administrators more customizable controls. 



Bug Fixes: 

The following bug fixes apply to this release only if the user is in the classic user interface: 

• Quick Search for Execution ID 

When in the classic view, the quick search for execution ID would fail when the search was set 

to All Fields.  The user would then have to select execution ID on the list of searches to have 

success.  The Execution ID is now searchable in the all Fields setting. 

• Quick Search for Dates 

When multiple date fields are represented on the Homepage, using the quick search the would 

fail to return the appropriate instances.  The response to date field searches will now respond 

appropriately regardless of the number of date fields represented. 

 

Notes: 

• * denotes availability on CoreFlow versions only 

• Smart A/P is a separately purchased module 

 

 

For more information: 

More information or training materials on any of the above features or fixes can be obtained by 

contacting CoreIntegrator Quality Assurance Team at qateam@coreintegrator.com   


